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How Close





LittLe track

Time falls out
of your house

and onto a slab
of lucerne which

the cows eat as
they wander away

from the orchard’s
long flowing hour.

Sweet and full
of wild honey

is the flower
is the bird.

Part of your love
is timeless enough

says the little track
left by ants.



their Path

Thrilled, swift, the future
bending towards the reach –
only the tip of a finger
untouched us.

We said it felt like
what was quivering trapped
outside the solitary vessel
or trees stumbling
only when rocks suspected
their path.

Tut-tut-tut
whistled the bird
in the collapsing rain. 
The hill’s pass leading 
toward a rubbed blot.



tender arch of the day

Tender arch of the day
where the sunshine is caught
like an O beneath the roof
of my mouth.

I wanted to tell it to you.
To your warm and constant
return as the angel
of prediction,

the tyranny of noon
in spite of epochs.



Port of Us

How to arrive in the port of us?
Growling, weeping, gazing out over
the horizon that rushes
towards annihilation
in a unity of blue or flaring snow?

Leave the gate broken
as the sea moves forward.

Let all the wild birds
leave your mind at once!



their UnfoLding

In their unfolding
the reason had nothing.

It was impossible for them
to be careful enough.

Immediately something approximated.

A flag was hung.



yoU cLaP yoUr hands

You clap your hands
when you balance along the tightrope
strung from father
to son.
You weep behind the trapdoor
that leads up
to the air’s bright
sorrow.
The sun
moves out of your way
and the light it leaves behind
sleeps in the trees
as the moon roosts
in a locked
cosmos.

Your feet slip in to your feet and shuffle
down an orchard of stones,
retrace the steps of the tragedy
and without the slightest
ghostliness (though with a touch of
rancour)
turn into the cemetery
by mistake.



someone is Born

The world is on the other side of us.
Everything important
is happening somewhere very far off.
Everything left is singing its forgetting.
The noise the birds make as they leave
falls down the side of the thunder.
The bull falls through the roar of millennia.
The sky is climbing the great stars
which in a wondrous truthful silence
name themselves in the ancestral void.
If we brush our lips with our fingers
we find the wound of our choice
in what was born before us.
If someone is born we don’t know who it is.



the WindoW

The window begins in the sky.
The blossoms of eyes float down
in a soft wedding.
Wind-mottled clouds oversee
two feathers in a race to earth. 
Standing alone in a field
a river marvels at the closed stones 
listening to the waves returning 
from a lifetime beneath the sea.
I have been your litany
says the sun turning itself over
to replace the truth.
In a bowl sit pomegranates
on a table beside a chair with no cat. 
The rose taps at the window
trying to wake them.



the BarBarian

The barbarian.
The hallelujah.
The roar
distended by silence.

The woman is soil.
The flower has bones.
You can never own
your estate.

The angel plunges.
The rose is tattered.
A thief is needed
to fill the heart.



foUr nightmares

The small joke inside
the soft wound of his voice –
smell the blood beneath the trees –
on the black stone
it finds its heart-victory.



Look at sUmmer!

The dust remembers the rooster that turned white
and receives it as an excoriated miracle.

Its crow blooms inwards
and opens the black cavern where the stones wait.

The wind doesn’t talk
but holds its breath in the trees.

Look at Summer!
Then destroy your eyes.

Scratch them out with the distance
measured by dry sticks.

In their excavated void
the colourless cock pecks at the last of the sun.



their Winter

The sky hovers around its wings.
A bird leaving a tree it mistook for home.

The night falls into daylight.
A star flooding their Winter.

Bring the field into the mouse.
Its freedom lies frozen in the quiet hoe’s furrow.



LittLe hUnter

Starless bird.
Little hunter
of broken seasons.
Soul of the brilliant blue,
soul of the sun-drenched womb.
The grubs and berries are calling you North.
It is only because one wing breaks from the other
that the earth wants you whole.



i see

A clasp
and unfolding these wings
the sky,
space of a soul,
a sanction,
brightness and contamination.
Tireless the star
at its centre.
Reaching out
I see with it.








